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1. Sefer ha-Razim: Genre, Text and Structure 

The sources for Jewish magic in Late Antiquity fall into two broad types.' 
First, there are everyday magical artefacts-amulets and incantations of 
vario~ s kinds which have been personalized by a magician for a named 
client's use.2 Second, there are manuals of spells and incantations, recipe 
books as they are sometimes called. These were the stock-in-trade of the 
working magician, from which he selected a spell appropriate to a client's 
need. A number of these Jewish magical manuals are extant. The most 
famous of them, indeed arguably the most famous single work of Jewish 
magic, is the Book ofRazi 'el. Though in its current form this appeared for 
the first time as a printed text in Amsterdam in 170 1, it contains a large, 
miscellaneous collection of magical, mystical and cosmological treatises 
and excerpts of very varied date, some of them going back to Talmudic 
times.' Another magical manual, the Sword of Moses (Harba deMosheh), 

1. For a develop~nent of this classification see my essay, 'Contextualizing the 
Demonology of the Testament of Solomon', in Armin Lange (ed.), DieDamonen: Die 
Da~nonc~logie der israelitisch-jiidischen undfi-iihchristlichen Literahrr im Kontext ihrer 
Unlwelt (Tiibingen: Mohr Siebeck, 2003), pp. 613-35. 

2.  See, e.g., C.D. Isbell, Corpus of Aranzaic Incantation Bowls (Missoula, MT: 
Scllolar:. Press, 1975); J. Naveh and S. Shaked, Amulets and Magic Bowls: Aranlaic 
Inc.a~ztations of Late Antiquity (Jerusalem: Magnes Press, 2nd edn, 1987), and Magic 
Spells arfd Formulae: Ararnaiclncantations of Late Antiquity (Jerusalem: Magnes Press, 
1993); L.H. Schiffman and M.D. Swartz, Hebrew andAramaic Incantation Texts from 
the Cair? Genizah (Semitic Texts and Studies, 1; Sheffield: JSOT Press, 1992). For 
Inore mcde~n examples, many of which display ancient forms, see: T. Schrire, Hebrew 
Magic A.rzulets: Their Decipherment and Interpretation (London: Routledge & Kegan 
Paul, 1906); idem, 'Amulet', EncJud, 11, cols. 906-1 5; E. Davis and D.A. Frenkel, The 
Hebrew .4mulet (Jerusalem: Institute for Jewish Studies, 1995). 

3 Sefer Razi 'el ha-Ma1 hkh (Amsterdam, 1701). The textual basis of Sefer R u i  'el 
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1 was originally published, rather badly, by Moses Gaster, from a manu- 
script then in his own possession but now in the British Library, London. 
It has finally appeared in a more satisfactory edition prepared by the Israeli 
scholar Yuval Harari4 There is also the Testament of Solomon, behind 
which, it is widely agreed, stands a Jewish encyclopaedia of magic.' 
Finally we have the most interesting and problematic of all the Jewish 
magical manuals, the Book of Mysteries (Sefer ha-Razim), and it is this 
that forms the subject of the present short study. 

Sefer ha-Razim was, in effect, discovered by the Israeli rabbinic scholar 
Mordecai Margalioth. He first came across it while studying Qabbalistic 
texts in the Bodleian Library, Oxford, in 1963. On examining a fragment 
from the Cairo Genizah he found to his surprise that it contained a magical 
praxis to ensure that the horse or chariot on which one has placed a bet is 
victorious. He remembered seeing similar texts elsewhere among the Geni- 
zah fragments. He collected a number of these together and deduced that 

i they came from a single work, the beginning of which he claimed to have 
found and which was called Sefer ha-Razim, the Book of Mysteries. He 
began piecing together the text, and was strongly encouraged by Erwin 
Goodenough and Morton Smith to complete the work. His edition with a 

I substantial introduction and short but valuable notes appeared in 1966.' 

is unclear. L. Trachtenberg, Jewish Magic and Superstition: A Study in Folk Religion 
(New York: Behrman's Jewish Book House, 1939), p. 3 15, suggests it was composed 
in the thirteenth century, but it is possible that in its present form it is the creation of 
the Amsterdam printer. Sefer Razi 'el contains parts of Sefer ha-Razim, from the intro- 
duction, the first heaven and the fifth heaven (fols. 34a-35a), on which see further below. 

4. Manuscript Gaster 178 is now BritishLibrary Or. 10678. Gaster's edition, with 
problematic English translation, can be found in his Studies and Texts (3 vols.; London: 
Maggs, 1925-28), I, pp. 288-337; 111, pp. 69-103. Yuval Harari, Harba deMosheh 
(Jerusalem: Aqademon, 1997); P. Schafer, Synopsezur Hekhalot-Literatur (Tubingen: 
Mohr Siebeck, 1981), $9598-622. German translation: P. Schafer, ~bersetzung der. 
Hekhalot-Literattrr (4 vols.; Tubingen: Mohr Siebeck, 1991), IV, pp. 1-17. 

5. Text: C.C. McCown, The Testament ofSolomon (4 vols.; Leipzig: J.C. Hinrichs, 
1922); translation and notes: D.C. Duling, 'Testament of Solomon', in OTP, I, pp. 936- 
87. See further my essay, 'Contextualizing the Demonology of the Testament of 
Solomon'. 

6. Mordecai Margalioth, Sepher ha-Razim: A Newly Discovered Book of Magic 
from the Talmudic Period(Jerusa1em: American Academy for Jewish Research, 1966). 
See p. xv for the reference to the early interest of Morton Smith and Erwin Goode- 
nough in the text. English translation: Michael A. Morgan, Sepher ha-Razinz: The Boolc 
of Mysteries (Chico, CA: Scholars Press, 1983). Morgan's translation reads well and 
gives an accurate general impression of the work, but it is sometimes questionable and 
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Maq:alioth7s edition is perforce highly eclectic, since no complete copy 
of Sefe,? ha-Razim survives. He created the text by overlapping some 14 
fragments from the Cairo Genizah, most of them in either Oxford or Cam- 
bridge, though one is in the Antonine Collection in Petersburg and another 
in the /idler collection in New York. He was helped by ten Arabic fi-ag- 
nlel~ts (again all from the Cairo Genizah), which contain the remnants of 
an Arabic version ofthe work, by a rather free and expanded Latin trans- 
lation preserved in a manuscript in the Senate Library in Leipzig, by 
porlions printed in Sefer Razi'el (see above), and by what appear to be 
parts ol'Sefer ha-Razim found in a number of codices bound together 
with Mtrssekhet Heikhalot, Ma 'aseh Bere 'shit and Shi 'ur Qomah. Besides 
piecing together the text like a jigsaw from very diverse fragments, Mar- 
galioth also exercised a heavy editorial hand to smooth away problems. 
His edition, given its origins, reads remarkably well, and the casual reader 
has little inkling of the immense labour which went into its creation. 

Margnlioth's edition is textually problematic and will eventually have 
to bs re-done, but it would be misleading to imply that he has, in fact, 
invented the work, that Sefer ha-Ruzim is largely a figment of his imagina- 
tion and editorial ingenuity. I have no doubt that, whatever the problems 
of Margalioth's text, his Sefer ha-Razim contains a genuine Jewish magi- 
cal text .which goes back in some shape or form to the Talmudic era. The 
fact is that the overall structure of work is so formulaic and regular that we 

a little tocb free for my purposes. I have retranslated the passages quoted below, but 
gratefully availed myself of some of Morgan's felicitous turns of phrase. Note the 
reviews ~~'Margalioth by Ch. Merchavya in Kirjafh Sepher 42 (1 96&-67), pp. 297-303 
(Hebrew). and by J. Dan in Tarbiz 37 (1 967-68), pp. 208-14 (Hebrew). I have devel- 
oped in the present essay views I first adumbrated in 'Incantations and Books of 
Magic', in Emil Schiirer, The History of the Jewish People in the Age of Jesus Christ 
( 3  vols.; e'l. Geza Vermes, Fergus Millar and Martin Goodman; Edinburgh: T. & T. 
Clark, 1986), 111. I, pp. 347-50. See further: M.M. Kasher, TorahSheIemah (Jerusalem: 
American Biblical Encyclopedia Society, 1967), XXII, pp. 188-92 (Hebrew); Johann 
Maier, 'Das Buch der Geheimnisse', Judaica 24 (1968), pp. 98-1 11; idem, 'Poetisch- 
liturgische Stiicke aus dem "Buch der Geheimnisse" ', Judaica 24 ( 1  968), pp. 172-8 1; 
Ch. Merchavya, 'Sefer Ha-Razim', EncJud, XIII, cols. 1594-95; N. SCd, 'Le Sefer ha- 
Razim et lit mCthode de "combinaison des lettres" ', REJ 130 (1 971), pp. 295-304; J.H. 
N iggemeysr, BeschworungsformeIn aus dern Buch der Geheimnisse (Hildesheim: 
Georg Olln s, 1975); Ithamar Gruenwald, Apocalyptic and Merkavah Mysticism (Leiden: 
E .  J. Brill, 1980), pp. 225-34; Kocku von Stuckrad, Das Ringen um die Astrologie: 
Jitdische u ~ d  christliche Beifragezum antiken Zeitverstandnis (Berlin: W .  de Gruyter, 
2000). pp. !;23-32; Pablo A. Torijano, Solomon the Esoteric King: From King to Magus, 
Dl?velopmc8nf of a Tradition (Leiden: E.J. Brill, 2002), pp. 198-208. 

would probably have been able to predict its general content even if only a 
few scattered fragments of it had survived. Rather similar textual problems 
arise with other magical treatises, such as the Testament of Solomon, and, 
to a lesser degree, the Sword of Moses. These magical encyclopaedias 
were used and reused, and it is hardly surprising that their texts are fluid. 
Margalioth's edition of Sefer ha-Razim is somewhat similar in type to 
McCown7s edition of the Testament of Solomon. Margalioth focused on 
trying to recover from the diverse text-witnesses an Urtext. He was aware 
that a number of different recensions of Sefer ha-Razim were extant, but 
he did little to analyze or date them. The history of these recensions-a 

I formidable task-remains a desideratum. 
i The structure of Sefer ha-Razim is as follows. The introduction tells 

j how the angel Razi'el revealed the book to Moses, lists the benefits which 
studying it bestows, and establishes a chain of transmission for it, reminis- 

I 
cent of the chain of transmission of the Oral Torah which opens Mishnah 
Piipqei 'Abot. Then follows seven sections devoted in ascending order to 

! the seven heavens. The angelic hierarchies for each heaven are described, 
l and the powers which the angels exercise. Magical praxeis are given, in- 
I 

cluding adjurations for invoking the angels and compelling them to do 
I one's will. The whole work is brought to a fitting climax by a long and I 

solemn doxology to 'the One who sits upon the Throne of Glory' (7.7-40). 
Sefer ha-Razim from a literary point of view clearly contains two ele- 

ments: (1) a cosmological framework comprising a description of the 
seven heavens and their contents, particularly the angelic hierarchies; and 
(2) a series of incantations woven into this framework, directed towards 
curing sickness, harming enemies, foretelling the future, influencing the 
authorities in one's favour, interpreting dreams, gaining the affections of 
some desired woman and so forth. The relationship between these two 
elements is far from obvious. It is tempting to suppose that someone has 
simply combined a Merkavah tract with a collection of magical recipes. It 
should be noted, however, that the magical praxeis are often quite tightly 
integrated into the framework, the names ofthe angels of the various heav- 
ens being invoked in the incantations. In some cases, however, the link 
between the praxis and the framework is minimal, and the joins between 
them rather forced and crude. There is no way, in the last analysis, that one 
could generate the angelology or the narrative framework from the magi- 
cal recipes or vice versa. The conclusion seems unavoidable that the 
recipes must once have existed independently of the framework. I have 
described Sefer ha-Razim as a magical encyclopaedia. Doubtless if we 
were putting together a collection of magical recipes we would be more 
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inclined to arrange them in a logical way, for example, according to the 
ends which they were meant to achieve, but this system of ordering might 
not ha1.e seemed so inevitable to the compiler ofSefer ha-Razim. He might 
have thought that it was just as effective to use a narrative as the organiz- 
ing principle, especially if that narrative helped to suggest a worldview 
which i:ave depth and meaning to the magic, and justified it theologically. 
The so--called Mithras Liturgy in the Great Magical Papyrus of Paris, a 
Greek magical encyclopaedia, is arranged along similar lines, following 
the nan-ative of an ascent to heaven.' The Testament of Solomon uses a 
different narrative, but the basic organizing principle is the same. The 
implication of this analysis is that the spells are primary. Someone wanted 
ro prestme a collection of magical recipes, so he created a narrative 
fral~iework to hold them. The frameworlc was formed primarily as a vessel 
1.0 hold the recipes. 

To put some flesh on these bones I shall analyze in some detail three 
passages from Sefer ha-Razim: 

me not be afraid of him, and let him answer whatever question I need 
to ask him. 

C. He should rise (7113Y'l) immediately. But if he does not, repeat the 
adjuration a second time, up to three times. When he comes forth 
(NY'), set the bowl before him and after this speak your words while 
holding a twig of myrtle (077) in your hand. 

D. If you wish to release him, strike him three times with the myrtle, pour 
out the oil and honey, break the vessel (073), throw the myrtle from 
your hand, and return home by a different route. 

The role of 'the angels of the fifth camp7 mentioned in A is unclear. The 
in~plication may be that their function was to compel the Ram-bearer to 
do the practitioner's will, or to protect him from harm during a dangerous 
ritual, but the text does not actually say so, and it is more than likely that 
they have been introduced rather crudely to connect to the narrative 
framework an originally independent recipe, which opened, 'If you wish 
to consult a ghost, stand facing a tomb, holding in your hand a new glass 
bowl'. A list of the angels' names is given earlier in the narrative frame- 
work at 11. 151-58. 

'Ram-bearer' is a Greek epithet for Hermes, who was so-called because 
of his role as the protector of the flocks? Here he is invoked, however, not 
so much in his capacity as the good shepherd, but because he guards the 
boundary between this world and the netherworld, and as a psychopomp 
guidesthe souls of the dead-roles symbolized by placing hermae on 
tombs.1° The text probably envisages the practitioner actually standing 

2. Sefer ha-Razim 1.1 76-86 

A. If you wish to consult a ghost (31N3 51N(~?), stand facing a tomb and 
recall the names of the angels of the fifth camp, holding in your hand a 
new glass bowl ( ' 5 ~ ~ 9  = $16tAq) containing oil and honey mixed 
together, and say thus: 

U. I adjure you, 0 Spirit, Ram-bearer (N"715'71') = ~p~o$&pos) ,  who 
dwells atnong the graves upon the bones of the dead, that you will 
acceptfro?n my hand this offering, and do my will by bringing me N 
son of N who is dead. Raise him up (1nlM 7'DYnl) so that he will 
speak to me without fear, and tell me the truth without deception. Let 

Papyrus of London and Leiden (London: H. Grevel, 1904), p. iv, 1.3. 
9. Pausanias, Descriptio Graeciae4.33.4, Kal 'Eppfis $kpwv ~ ~ 1 6 ~ ;  4.33.4, b 

Gi'Eppfis b ~ b v  ~ p ~ b v  $kpwv bnb ~ f i  paaXaAg; 9.22.1: 'There are sanctuaries 
of Hermes the Ram-bearer (Kp10$6pou) and of Hemes called Champion. They 
account for the former sumame by a story that Hermes averted pestilence Gom the city 
by carrying a ram round the walls. To commemorate this Calamis made an image of 
Hermes carrying a ram upon his shoulders.' 

10. 'Hermes.. .is associated with the hermae, ithyphallic stone pillars capped with a 
head or bust of Hermes that were employed throughout Greece as topographic markers. 
The oldest form by which Hermes was represented.. ., these ubiquitous hems stood 
upon the thresholds of private homes and estates, before temples and gymnasia, along 
the side of roadways and at crossroads, at the frontiers of territories and up011 tombs, 
the portal between this and the underworld, to mark the boundaries of inhabited space 
and to protect its productive areas against incursions' (L.H. Martin, 'Hermes', in Karel 
van der Toom, Bob Becking and Pieter W. van der Horst [eds.], Dictionary ofDeities 
at~dDemons in the Bible [Leiden: E.J. Brill, 19951, cols. 771-83 [772]. For Hermes as 
+ u ~ o n o p n & ~  see Plutarch, Moralia 758B: 'There is a god [Hermes] who cares for him 

7. Te.ct: PGM, I, pp. 90-1 01. English translation: H.D. Betz (ed.), The GreekMagi- 
c6rl P q y r ;  in Translation, including the Demotic Spells (Chicago: University of 
Chicago Press, 2nd edn, 1992), pp. 36- 10 1. The Milhras Liturgy is part of the Great 
Magical Pipyrus of Paris, PGM4.475-830. Note the reference in 1. 482 to b phyas 
8~bs"HA1cs MiOpas. See further A. Dieterich, Eine Mithrusliturgie (Leipzig: Teubner, 
3rd edn, 15'23); M.W. Meyer, The 'Mithras Liturgy' (Missoula, MT: Scholars Press, 
1976); and for parallels to Heikhalot literature, Morton Smith, 'Observations on Helr- 
halot Nabtati', in Alexander Altmann (ed.), Biblical and Other Studies (Cambridge, 
MA: Harv;trd University Press, 1963), pp. 142-60 (158-60). 

8. This is the probable sense of 7n3  ' h here. Spirits are mischievous and prone 
to deceive ,~eople to their hurt. In the Testament of Solomon, Solomon needs to use a 
powerful s]>ell to compel the demons to tell the truth (1 5 7 ) .  Margalioth compares 
PC;M 4.103 5 (&+E~uTws), and F.LI. Griffith and H. Thompson, The Demotic Magical 
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facing a tomb adorned with a herm, and addressing the adjuration to it. 
The invocation of Hermes is appropriate, since he particularly was in- 
vested with powers to bring up the souls of the dead from the underworld, 
so that they could be interrogated. The ritual presupposes a sound knowl- 
eclge of one aspect of Greek religion. 

The author ofSefer ha-Razirn is clearly Jewish, and does not seein to be 
a polytheist: he ends his text with a majestic hymn of praise to the one true 
God (7.7-40). He clearly knows enough about Greek religion to realize 
that Hermes is a Greek god, so the question naturally arises as to what sort 
of' being he believes the Ram-bearer to be. He addresses him as a 'spirit7 
(nl l ) ,  but that could cover both angels and demons in a Jewish worldview. 
H1:rmes here seems to be distinguished from the angels, so it is natural to 
conclude that he is a demon. The author's position is compatible with the 
Jewish view which regarded the gods of the nations not as complete non- 
entities, but as demons, who can exercise real power." 

C is somewhat unclear, particularly the antecedents of the third inascu- 
line singular pronouns. They would naturally be taken as referring back to 
the ghost of N son of N. After all it is the ghost whom the practitioner 
wiints to interrogate, not Hermes, who may, in any case, be thought of as 
ah-eady present in the herm. Note also how the verb 71t3Y1 (which here 
seems to have some sort of technical, magical meaning-cf. later the use 
of M Y ,  again apparently in a technical sense) picks up the verb 7 'DYn in 
B. But an element of conhsion is engendered by the action ofplacing the 
bowl ostensibly as an offering before the ghost, when it is quite clearly 
envisaged in B as a gift for Hermes. 

ant1 leads him to the other world, who is for the dead a lord of repose, an escort of 
souls (+UXOITO~TT~S)  to Pluto's realm'. Cf. Diodorus Siculus, Bibliotheca Historica. 
1.96.6. Note also the term + U X O T ~ O ~ T T E ~ O V ,  'Passage of Souls' (not 'place were 
departed souls are conjured up', LSJ, p. 2028 s.v.), in Plutarch, Moralia 560E. Hermes 
is cne of the commonest gods invoked in the ancient incantations. The juxtaposition of 
the names 'Hermes' and 'Metatron' (11lUD'n rrDn[lNl) in a Jewish Aramaic incan- 
tation bowl from Iraq suggests a possible identification of the two, though in the actual 
text both ilDDlR and 111PU'D appear to be secret names of God! The equation would 
be rather apt since in Jewish tradition Metatron too functions as a psychopomp (3 En. 
4%:. 12). See J.A. Montgomery, Aramaic Incantation TextsJi-om Nippur (Philadelphia: 
University of Pennsylvania, The Museum, Publications of the Babylonian Section 111, 
19 1 3), no. 25 1.5; and further my essay, 'The Historical Setting of the Hebrew Book of 
Enoch', JJS 28 (1977), pp. 156-80 (165-67). 

11. See, e.g., Deut. 32.17; Ps. 106.37; Bar. 4.7; Jub. 1.1 1; 1 Cor. 10.20. 

The myrtle-twig hnctions as some sort of apotropaic, to ward off harm 
from the practitioner.12 The ritual is seen as dangerous, and frightening.13 
The apolysis, which breaks the spell and ends the ritual, involves a number 
of acts: striking the ghost three times to dismiss it back to the underworld; 
pouring out the mixed oil and honey on the ground as an offering to 
Hermes (see B), who is seen here as a chthonic power served by spilling 
liquid on the ground;I4 and breaking 'the vessel7 (= the bowl which 
contained the offering). The significance of going home by a different 
route is not obvious. It may be part of the psychological process involved 
in the apolysis, or an apotropaic precaution of some kind. 

The ritual described here is a classic case ofnecromancy, consulting the 
spirits of the dead, who are supposed to possess knowledge denied to the 
living. This practice is condemned unequivocally in both biblical and 

12. Cf. the use of myrtle in the elaborate apolysis described in Heikhalot Rabbatl 
20.3 (Schafer, Synopse $227): 'He inserted it [the cloth rendered impure by the men- 
struant] into a twig of myrtle (077) impregnated with foliaturn [nard oil] and soaked in 
pure balsam'. The apotropaic qualities perceived in the myrtle may be related to its 
aroma, which would be here enhanced by the nard oil and the balsam. Note also the 
Coptic charm quoted by E.R. Goodenough, Jewish Symbols in the Greco-Roman 
Period (Bollingen Series, 37; New York: Pantheon Books, 1954), 11, p. 174, which 
opens: 'Sketch the four angels before the curtain ( ~ a ~ a n h ~ a o p a )  of the father, while 
you wear a crown of roses, have a twig of myrtle in your hand, and roclc salt 
(trppwvla~bv) in your mouth'. Goodenough's comment on the curtain is wide of the 
mark: 'Here is a material curtain before which the magician stands, makes his sketch, 
offers his incense, and kills his doves: it seems most probably the curtain before the 
Torah shrine in a synagogue. I know of no such curtain in Christian tradition.' The 
curtain is certainly Jewish in origin, but it is more plausibly connected with the celes- 
tial curtain, known in the Heikhalot tradition as the pargod orparokhet, which hangs 
before the Throne of Glory (Alexander, '3 Enoch', p. 240; 0. Hofius, Der Vorhang vor 
dem Thron Gottes [Tiibingen: Mohr Siebeck, 19721). The four angels are then in HeiG 
halot parlance four 'Princes of the Presence' (Snrei Panim), high archangels who alone 
are allowed to go behind the curtain and see the face of God (Alexander, '3 Enoch', pp. 
242-43). 'Before the curtain' should be construed with 'four angels' not with the verb 
'sketch'. Through the device of drawing the practitioner visualizes the heavenly sanc- 
tuary, and so enters it in spirit and performs his rituals there. 

13. Practitioners of magic are always afraid of being spooked when they conjure up 
spirits. Hence the request at B, 'Let me not be afraid of him'. Formulae lo this effect 
are common in ancient magical texts. Note Ti9 H ~ I  at 4.64. 

14. For Hermes as a chthonic power see John G. Gager (ed.), Curse Tablets and 
Binding SpellsJi-om the Ancient World (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1992), no. 22 
(p. 90) and no. 73 (p. 164): 'Hermes of the underworld'; no. 117 (p. 216): 'Gaia, 
Hermes, subchthonic gods'. 
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rabbinic law. The phrase 31H3 ~ H w L )  seems provocatively to draw atten- 
tion to ihe conflict with Torah by echoing the very wording of the biblical 
prohibi tion.15 The passage is broadly reminiscent of the most famous case 
of necromancy in biblical literature, the story of Saul and the witch of 
Endor ( 1 Sam. 28.3-25). There the witch calls up the spirit for the benefit 
of the client, Saul. Here the magus passes on to the client the information 
needed for the client himself to invoke Hermes, and compel him to bring 
up the wamed spirit. The 'unorthodoxy' of the text is, of course, reinforced 
by the invocation of the pagan god Hermes, though, as we have already 
noted, if Herines is regarded as a demon, then his appearance here may be 
perfectly compatible with Jewish theology. 

3. Sefer ha-Razim 2.57-72 

A. Upon the fourth ascent stand these: SGRY'L, MLKY'L, 'WNBYB, 
PGRY'L, 'NNY'L, KLNMYY', 'WMY'L, MPNWR, KWZZYB', 
'LPY'L, PRYBY'L, S'QMYH, KDWMY'L, 'SMD', HWDYH, 
Y H Z Y ~ L . ~ ~  

B. These, whose station is on the fourth ascent, are girded with storm, 
and the sound of their steps is as the sound of bronze. They fly from 
the east and turn back from the west towards the gate (1199 = 

 mu)\&^).^^ They are swift as lightning and fire surrounds them. They 
withhold (lit. 'separate' = D17'19D) sleep from men, and have the 
power to do good or ill. 

C. If you wish tomake your enemy's sleep disturbed," take the head ofa 
black dog that has been blind from birth, and take a strip of lead from 
a cold-water pipe (]1'19113109 Y1lt = mf Tahov J l u ~ p o ~ o ~ o v ) ' ~ ,  and 
write upon it these angels, and say thus: 

IS. Lev. 20.27; Deut. 18.11; I Chron. 10.13; cf. m. Sanh. 7.7. 
16. Most of the angelic names here have the standard theophoric endings -el or 

dyah. Of the remainder, Morgan suggests that N3'1113 is Bar Kochba (Bar Koziba), but 
this seems far-fetched. He also suggests that P7DW = 'NlDW = Asmodeus (cf. Tob. 
3.7, 17). 'This is more plausible, but, if true, it underscores the problematic nature of 
refer ha-.RazinzYs angelology, since Asmodeus is a demon! See further below. 

17. T.le 'gate' here is presumably the portal in the east through which the sun 
enters wl- en it rises in the morning. Many ancient cosmologies envisaged the sun as 
rising thrmgh a gate in the eastern horizon and setting through a gate in the western. 
i En. 72, basing itself on more exact observation of the northward and southward 
rnovemerlt of the sun through the year, has six gates in the east and six in the west. 

18. Margalioth compares the spell for inducing wakefulness in PGM4.2943-66, 
but there the target is a beloved woman. 

19. C?. PGM 7.397-8: XapAv pbA~pov &nb  Jluxpo+bpou awhfjvos moiqaov 

D. I hand over to you, angels of wrath who stand upon the fourth ascent, 
the life, soul and spirit of Nson of N, so that you may bind him with 
fetters of iron, and restrain him with bars of bronze. Do not grant 
sleep to his eyelids, nor slumber, nor drowsiness. Let him weep and 
wail like a woman in travail, and do notperrnit anyone to release hint 
From this spell]. 

E. Write thus, and put [the lead strip] in the mouth of the dog's head." 
Put wax on its mouth and seal it with aring which has a lion engraved 
upon it. Then go and conceal it behind his house, or in the place where 
he goes out and in." 

F. If you wish to release him, bring up [the dog's head] from the place 
where it is concealed, remove its seal, withdraw the writing and throw 
it in a fire. At once he will fall asleep. Do this with humility and you 
will be successful. 

Here the spell is woven more tightly than in the previous case into the 
narrative framework, since it is angels from the framework text who are 
compelled by the ritual to perform the act. This raises acute theological 
problems. Here angels, shockingly, function like demons. It would cer- 
tainly have been conceivable in the worldview of our author for angels to 
cause harm to humans, but they normally served in this capacity as agents 
of God, to punish men for some violation of the divine law. Here they are 
forced by a human, to do harm, and there is no moral dimension to the ill 
that they are required to inflict. The practitioner may be motivated by no 
more than dislike, or the desire for revenge against an 'enemy'! The angels 
are thus implicated in an act of pure black magic. The theological problem 
is less troubling when demons are involved, since they are by nature 
wicked spirits, with an ineradicable propensity to do evil. The practitioner 
is simply giving them an opportunity to do what comes naturally to them; 
he is harnessing the powers of darkness to his own wicked designs. To 
invoke angels in this way typifies the moral and theological confusion 
which makes Sefer ha-Razim such a profoundly disturbing document. 

Aapnav ~ a i  ' E I T ; ~ ~ U + E  X U ) \ K ~  y p a + ~ i ~  KT)\ ('take lead from a cold-water pipe and 
make a lamella and inscribe it with a bronze stylus'). For Y'Y = m f ~ a h o v  see Lxx to 
Exod. 28.36 and Lev. 8.9 where the plate (r13) attached to the High Priest's turban is 
translated mk~a)\ov. The precise phrase ~ x p o + b p o v  &~a) \ov  occurs at A. AudoUent, 
Defiionum Tabellae (Paris: A. Fontemoing, 1904), no. 155, A28, B23. Further, Mar- 
galioth, Sepher ha-Razim, pp. 3-4. 

20. Margalioth compares the use of a dead dog at PGM 36.370-7 1, and of a dead 
frog at PGM 36.231-41. 

21. 13 n n  nui W;rD nlpn3 1N lni3 inn l;I1lDD1. Cf. 1.148: 'and conceal it [the 
flask] at the place of her coming in and going out (;rnN1ltll ;InN13 Dli7D3 ;I11DDl)'. 
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Though they are more fully integrated into the ritual, the angels are nev- 
ertheless almost certainly secondary. The relationship between them and 
the vootloo with the dog's head is far from obvious. If the angels act as the 
agel~ts to deny the enemy sleep, why is the voodoo necessary? Surely all 
that is required is to adjure them with a powerful invocation to do what the 
practitioner demands. I suspect that the voodoo forms the original core of 
this particularpraxis. The ritual originally involved writing a spell of some 
sort in tlie manner described in C-E with a view to depriving an enemy of 
::lee]). The negative forces engendered by the ritual were made effective 
against the enemy by proximity. In terms of its mechanics, the burying 
of the dog's head behind the enemy's house, or at its entrance, is highly 
important, since it brings him into contact with the magically charged 
object. 'There may well have been demons or evil spirits invoked in the 
original spell, which was initially activated by oral performance. The writ- 
ing of the invocation on the lead strip gave the spell permanence, and the 
sealing ofthe strip in the dog's mouth with wax signed with the figure of 
a lion (a powerful animal), symbolized the continuing constraint under 
which the demons were placed to do the practitioner's will till he chose to 
release them. This was linked by our author to the narrative contained in 
the framework of his text by substituting heavenly angels for the demons. 
There is a rather half-hearted attempt at B to suggest that the particular 
angels invoked are somehow appropriate to their task. They are noisy, and 
their constant, restless motion from east to west and back again suggests 
that they are themselves sleepless22 and so are able to withhold sleep from 
humans, but this is not entirely convincing. 

4 .  Sefer ha-Razim 4.43- 73 

A. If you wish to see the sun during the night, proceeding [on his course] 
in the north, purify yourself for three weeks from all food and drink, 
and from every unclean thing.23 Then stand during the night watch at 

22. Note the category of angels known as 'Watchers' (I'l'Y) or 'Sleepless Ones' 
(~~ph.yop)~) :  see J.J. Collins, 'Watcher', in van der Toom, Becking and van der Horst 
(eds.), Dictionay of Deities andDemons, cols. 168 1-85. 

23. 7M,31~ 137 h a 1  7 n m l  h ~ a  h a  03a7 nlul3u 7tu5tu 17a7 .  The Hebrew is 
clcar, but a three-week long total fast seems over severe and implausible. Hence Morgan 
translates: 'Purify (yourself) for three weeks of days from all (impure) food and drink, 
and from every unclean thing'. For D'D' nlYl3tu = 'a week', see Ezek. 45.2 1. That the 
fast is supposed to last three weeks is confirmed by the fact that the fast required to see 
the sun during the day lasts seven days. Seeing the sun at night is a more difficult 

the third h0ur,2~ wrapped in white garments, and recite 21 times the 
name of the sun,25 and the names of the angels that lead him at 
night;26 and then say: 

B. I adjure you, angels that jy  through the air of the firmament, by the 
One who sees but is not seen, by the King who reveals all hidden 
things andsees all secrets, by the God who knows what is in darkness, 
who turns deep darkness into morning,27 and illumines the night as 
the day, before whom all secrets are as manifest as the sun, to whom 
nothing i ~ ~ u z z l i n ~ . ~ ~  By the name of the Holy King who goes upon 
the wings of the wind,29 by the letters of the explicit name (Dtu 
tu119D7) that was revealed to Adam in the Garden of Eden, that 
rules30 the constellations (nl h ) ,  the sun, and the moon, who bow 
down3' before Him as slaves before their masters, by the name of the 
wondrous God, I adjure you that you will make known to me this great 
miracle that I desire, so that I may see the sun in his powe?2 in the 
orbit [traversed by] his chariots, arld let no hidden thing puzzle me. 
Let me see him perfectly today, so that I may ask him what I wish, and 
let him speak with me as a man speaks with h i ~ f r i e n d , ~ ~  and tell me 

operation, three times more difficult in fact; hence the night-time angels are invoked 2 1 
times, but the daytime angels only seven times (cf. 4.29 with 4.46-7). 

24. nlYU t u k  75-97 n l l a m 3 .  The Hebrew is slightly awkward. One would 
expect the plural 75' 57 n ' l l l a ~ ~ 3  ('during the watches of the night'). For the third 
hour of the night as a witching hour, see PGM36.136, KU; TpiTlJ wpq T ~ S  V U K T ~ S  

BahAv i ls  T ~ V  o~po@iav oou T ~ S  0bpas h i y ~  T ~ V  h6yov K T ~ .  
25. The name of the sun mentioned here is presumably his magical name ' WMLY'L 

disclosed at F, or possibly 'Helios' mentioned at D. It is easy to etymologize the first 
part of 'WMLYZ as 1lR + '59 (= 'Mk),  'wondrous light'. The 5% su& is, of 
course, the divine name, which is often attached to the names of angels, on the analogy 
of Michael and Gabriel. The sun does not seem, strictly speaking, to be an angel (see 
below), but as a sentient heavenly being, it is not surprising that he bears an angelic 
type of name. 

26. These are listed at 4.17-24. 
27. Cf. Amos 5.8. 
28. Cf. Jer. 32.17. 
29. Cf. Ps. 104.3. 
30. Hebrew 5 ~ ~ 7 .  Morgan proposes reading 5 ~ ~ 3 ,  which he renders 'by the 

Ruler of the planets ...' But the emendation is not really necessary. 5 ~ ~ 7  could be 
construed with either the preceding 7 5 ~  or the preceding DU. The idea that the name of 
God controls the heavenly bodies is not out of the question. 

31. Emending with Morgan to D'lr1ntun7. Note the variant D7l~llU2 0531. The 7 
could easily have fallen out after then of n l ' .  

32. Cf. Judg. 5.31. 
33. Cf. Exod. 33.11. 
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the mysteries of the depths, and make known to me hidden things, and 
let no harm befall nze. 

C. When you finish speaking, you will hear a peal of thunder from the 
direction of the north, and you will see something like lightning come 
forth, and the earth will be lit up before you. And after you see this,34 
you must bow down to the ground and fall upon your face to the earth, 
and pray this prayer: 

D. I reverence /you, the one who] rises in the east, / 0 ]  Helios, Good 
Mariner. Truthful One, Trustworthv Leader, who o f  old established 
the miahht wheel /of the heavens]. Holv Orderer, Ruler o f  the Pole, 
Lord Elzliahtened Guide, Kina, ~ a r r i o r . ~ ~  I, Nson of N,  present nzy 
szpplication before you, that you will appear to me without [catoing 
nze] fear, andyou will be revealedto nze without [causing nre] terror, 
and that you will conceal nothing@orn me, and will tell me truthfully 
all that I desire. 

E. Then stand upon your feet, and you will see [the sun] in the north 
proceeding to the east. After this, put your hands behind and 
bow your head low, and ask whatever you desire. 

F. And after you have questioned him, raise your eyes towards heaven 
and say: 
' WRPL Y 'L, ' WRPLY Z, Iadjure you by the One who formedyou, for 
His splendour and His glory, to illumine His world, andwho gave you 
the rulership of the day,37 that you will not harm me, nor terrrfy me. I 
shall neither fear nor tremble, andyou shall return to your course in 
peace when Irelease you, andyou shall notpause in your course@om 
now on and for evermore. 

34. Hebrew lrrrpln. The antecedent ofthe object pronoun is unclear. Morgan trans- 
lates, 'after you see him' = the sun. But the prayer that follows requests the sun to 
show himself, so he cannot be visible at this point. 

35. The underlined words are clearly in Greek transliterated into Hebrew. The text is, 
however, somewhat garbled and reconstructing the original Greek is not easy. Morton 
Smith pr qosed:  ~boap& h v a ~ o h ~ ~ o v " H h ~ o ~ ,  vab~qs  & ya065, ri~o~o((lha(, K O ~ U -  

'$a705 E ~ ~ T T I O T O ~  ( ~ ~ I O T O S ? ) ,  ZS r i&Aa~ T ~ O X ~ V  6pplpOV (obpav~ov?) Ka0ioTq5, 
K O O ~ I ~ T ~ S  ( K O O ~ & V T ~ ~ ? )  &'IOS, n o h o ~ p a ~ ~ p  ( r i ohu r i pa~~~p? ) ,  K ~ ~ I E ,  r i 6p r io~  
E;(oTo:;, ~(lpavvos. & O T ~ O ~ ~ T $ S  [? & o T ~ o ~ ~ T ~ s ]  (Margalioth, Sepher Ha-Raiiaz, 
p. 12, bul see n. 39 below). The Greek, however, is not entirely satisfactory. The trans- 
Lation gi1len above presupposes the text: Eba~p& [QE ~ b v ]  &va~oh1~6v ,  [bf'HA1oS, 
vabrqs liyaObs, n~o~~ ( ( r ha ( ,  ropu(a?os E ~ ~ I O T O S ,  85 i h a ~  rpoxbv 6pp1pov 
xa8ioTq:;, K O O ~ ~ T $ S  a y l o ~  , T T O ~ O K ~ ~ I T W ~ ,  K(rp1[05], I T ~ ~ T T O S  EU(WTOS, -itpavvoS, 
I~TPUTIG)T~S. Cf. PGM 4.1620-36, i r i ~ ~ a h o < p a i  aE ~ b v  p'Eyav 'Ev obpav6. . .b 
Aapripbt;"HAlos, abya5wv ~ a 0 '  6Xqv T ~ V  d~~oup'Evqv KTX. 

36. Cr: 'turn your hands backwards', assuming that the suppliant is standing with 
hands raised and palms facing forward. 

37. Cf. Gen. 1.16. 

Helios is regarded appropriately as a revealer of secrets, since in his 
daily course through the heavens he sees all that happens on the earth. He 
is able, therefore, to tell the practitioner about events which may affect his 
interests, but which the practitioner does not know. More surprisingly 
Sefer ha-Razim 4.39-40 seems to imply that Helios can predict the future, 
at least as it relates to personal destiny (whether a man will live or die, 
whether good or evil will befall him). 

Again the link between the praxis and the framework narrative is 
effected through the angelology: the angels who guide the sun during tbe 
night (whose names were listed at 4.18-24) are invoked to compel Helios 
to reveal himself. But again one suspects that this link is secondary. It is 
not clear what kind of being Helios is. He is clearly distinguished from 
God: indeed the author, doubtless conscious that the Greeks regarded the 
sun as divine, goes out of his way to stress that he is a subordinate, created 
being. He is also clearly distinguished from the angels who guide him. In 
3 En. 17.4 (Schafer, Synopse $858) the sun has aguiding angel, Galgalli7el, 
but there the sun seems to be regarded as an inanimate glowing orb which 
that angel and his attendants trundle through the heavens. Here, as at 3 En. 
46.1-4 (Schafer, Synopse §932),38 Helios is quite clearly a sentient being, 
who can observe what happens on earth, and can be questioned about it. 
Earlier (4.8,39) the author of Sefer ha-Razim hints at a scriptural justifica- 
tion for this view in Ps. 19.5, where the sun is memorably described as a 
'bridegroom coming out of his chamber, rejoicing as a strong man to run 
his course7. But if the sun is a sentient being, capable of thought, observa- 
tion and self-propulsion, what need is there of guiding angels? Helios is 
directly and powerfully adjured at D and F to reveal himself, and to return 
to his course. Why then also adjure the angels to force him to appear? 

The cosmology of the text is interesting, and underscores its basic ration- 
ality. The reference to the sun proceeding during the night by way of the 
north suggests a cosmography in which the sun after it sets makes its west 
to east journey behind the mountains of the north, night being caused by 
the resultant shadow. Morgan appositely refers to I En. 72.4-5, though 
note that there the sun is not regarded as a sentient being: 

And first there rises the greater light, named the sun, and its disc is like the 
disc of heaven, and the whole of it is full of fire which gives light and 
warmth. The wind blows the chariots on which it ascends, and the sun goes 
down from heaven and returns through the north in order to rise in the east, 

38. See my notes to 3 En. 17.4 and 46.1-4 in OTP, I, p. 270 n. i and p. 299 n. b. 
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and i: is led so that it comes to the appropriate gate, and shines again in 
heawn. 

Here the mountains of the north are not explicitly mentioned, but they are 
presirpposed. Another puzzling aspect of the text also turns out to have a 
rational explanation. If one successfully conjures the sun to appear by 
night, surely night will suddenly become day. 4.36-37 suggests aplausible 
answer. The encounter with the sun involves removing the blinding rays 
which prevent the practitioner seeing him face to face. In other words the 
radiance of the sun is turned down, so that he can be seen in his true form, 
as one might see him through thin cloud. The idea is naive, but the think- 
ing is rational. 

The Greek text at the beginning of D functions within the adjuration as a 
long magical name of the sun. It is a series of voces mysticae, but clearly 
the Hebrew author must have understood at least some of its content, since 
it turns out to be largely a series of magniloquent titles of the sun. It is 
presumably borrowed from a pagan prayer to Helios, which addressed him 
as a god. ;its use here is surprising, but the author of Sefer ha-Razim is no 
polytheist: as we noted earlier, he is careful to assert his orthodoxy by 
defining the sun as a being created by the one true God to perform his 

5. Sefer ha-Razim: Date, Provenance and Setting 

There are major problems about the date, provenance and setting of Sefer 
ha-Rc~.zim The text, as we noted, was edited and re-edited, so we must be 
clear about which form of it we mean when we talk about date. Margalioth 
advaiiced a number of arguments to support a late third century CE date for 
the origin of the work. 

39. For :he SunIHelios in Judaism in Late Antiquity see Morton Smith, 'Helios in 
Palestine', 13retz Israel 16 (1982), pp. 199*-214+ (on p. 210 Smith suggests a rather 
difFerent rec:onstruction of the text of the Greek invocation of Helios to the one pro- 
posed in n. 3 5  above). Further, E.R. Goodenough, Jewish Symbols (13 vols.; Princeton, 
NJ: Princeton University Press, 1968), XIII, Index of Subjects, sub 'Helios' @p. 1 14- 
IS), 'solar s,ymbols' @. 182), 'sun' @. 184), and 'sun god' @. 185). For a usehl survey 
of Melios in late Paganism, see W. Liebeschuetz, 'The Significance of the Speech of 
Praetextatus.', in P. Athanassiadi and M. Frede (eds.), Pagan Monotheism in Late 
Anriquiry (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1999), pp. 185-205. 

(1) He focused on the clear allusion at 1.27-28 to the Roman 15-year 
indiction cycle, which only began in 312 CE.~' This certainly provides a 
termintls a quo, but is no more precise than that. The ihdiction cycle 
originally had to do with imperial taxation and was employed only in tax 
matters. It was not until the second half of the fourth century at the very 
earliest that it began to be used, as in Sefer ha-Razim, in non-fiscal con- 
texts, and it continued to function throughout the Byzantine period, right 
down to the Middle Ages. 

(2) The text is written in a rather pure Mishnaic Hebrew?' This is inter- 
esting, because it suggests that it belongs to a rabbinic milieu. It is unlikely 
that anyone would have been using Hebrew such as this after 300 CE who 
had not studied in one of the rabbinic schools.42 There is no evidence to 
suggest that anyone was still speaking Hebrew by this date. The vernacu- 
lars of the Jews in the eastern Mediterranean in this period were Greek and 

40. See Margalioth, Sepher ha-Razim, pp. 24-26. A five-year indiction cycle was 
used fiom 287, but changed to a 15-year cycle in 312. 1.27-28 reads: 'These [i.e. the 
angels of the first camp of the first heaven] are the angels who are obedient in every 
rnatter during the fist and second year of the 15-year cycle according to the reckoning 
of the Greek kings'. This seems to suggest a scheme in which different groups of 
angels were allotted different years of a 15-year cycle, but the schema is not carried 
out, and it is hard to see how it would work. If each camp was allotted two years, what 
happened in year 15? It also is odd that the time period is one determined by human 
authority and not by nature or God? 

4 1. An analysis of the Hebrew of Sefer ha-Razim is a desideratum. One of its char- 
acteristics is the use of pronominal suffixes attached directly to the verb, rather than to 
the object-marker nR, a construction which the author handles very competently, and 
which lends a certain elegance to his style. He favours the pronominal suffixes attached 
directly to the noun, as opposed to the analytical construction with 5 W  (1190 VS. 1507  
7 5W). He also prefers the simple construct-genitive relation rather than the analytical 
construction with 5~ (VR7 1 9 0  vs. 5 W  VR7 1190). All these might be seen as 
biblicizing features. On the other hand, though he clearly knows the Hebrew Bible, he 
shows no interest in adopting the waw-consecutive construction. Direct influence of 
the Mishnah on his Hebrew is not easy to identify, though, as we have said, his Hebrew 
is broadly of the Mishnaic type. His style is also somewhat different fiom that of the 
Heikhalot literature, though his concluding hymn is broadly reminiscent of the 
Heikhalot hymns. If we exclude the Greek loanwords, his vocabulary is relatively 
simple, and shows no evidence of the penchant for neologisms displayed by the 
Heikhalot writers, or, for that matter, by the pay tan in^. 

42. On the teaching and learning of Hebrew in the Talmudic period see my essay, 
'How Did the Rabbis Leam Hebrew?', in W. Horbury (ed.), From Ezra to Ben Yehudah 
(Edinburgh: T .  & T. Clark, 1999), pp. 71-89. 
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Aramaic But it is impossible to pin down the date on the basis of the 
Hebrew alone. Broadly speaking this kind of Hebrew continued to be 
written well into the Islamic period, when tentative and inconsistent 
attempts were made by some to revive Biblical Hebrew under the influ- 
ence of the Islamic idea that the Qur'an provided the standard of excel- 
lence for Arabic: if the Qur'an set the standard for correct Arabic, then the 
Bible should set the standard for correct H e b r e ~ ? ~  It is interesting that the 
author, though clearly implying that his text is ancient revelation, actually 
makes no serious attempt to mimic biblical style. He seems to be some- 
what insensitive to questions of historical authenticity. 

(3) There are numerous Greek loanwords in the text (including, as we 
have seen, an invocation to Helios in Greek). Some of the Greek words are 
termini technici found in the Greek magical papyri of the third to fifth 
centuries CE. This is a rather strong indication of date. It is unlikely that a 
Jewish magical writer working after the rise of Islam would have picked 
up such tc:rms. Moreover, there are subtle changes in terminology in later 
Byzantine: magic which make it unlikely that these precise borrowings 
would have occurred in the later Byzantine era. However, the loanwords 
narrow the period of composition to only a few centuries (say 250-550 
CE). 

(4) A similar argument applies to the parallels which can be drawn 
between the content of Sefer ha-Razim's adjurations and other Jewish and 
non-Jewish adjurations from Late Antiq~ity.4~ We have, in fact, a fair body 
of Jewish magical literature from the third to sixth centuries CE, largely in 
the foim of the Aramaic incantation bowls. These bowls all come from the 
east, from Iraq, and at least the ones from Nippur were found in reasona- 
blty well slratified archaeological deposits. The chronological range of the 
Aramaic incantation bowls can be determined as roughly between 200 and 
600 CE. The curious thing is that, apart from some early Islamic-period 
metal imilations of the earlier ceramic bowls, bowl-magic seems to disap- 
pear frorr Iraq in the Gaonic era. There are some interesting parallels 
between the bowls and Sefer ha-Razim, which suggest that they belong to 
the same very broad milieu, but what is perhaps more significant are some 
of the diffxences. We find Persian and Mandaean loanwords in the bowls, 
but very little Greek, and their incantation formulae and angelology are 

43. There was, of course, an obvious theological objection to writing in biblical 
style. It collld lead the unwary to suppose that the text was inspired and part of 
Scripture. 

44. See further Niggemeyer, Beschworungsformeln. 

rather different from Sefer ha-Razim. The parallels between the Sword of 
Moses and the bowls are stronger than between Sefer ha-Razim and the 
bowls. All this reinforces the impression that Sefer ha-Razim belongs to 
the west, to the Greek-speaking world, and that its close links with the 
Greek magical papyri are highly significant. But these literary links do not 
help us to date the text with any precision. 

(5) Margalioth also claimed that the forms of adjuration in Sefer /?a- 
Razim are the same as those found in the earlier strata of rabbinic literature. 
This argument is rather weak. The forms of adjuration in Sefer ha-Razim are 
standard for Greek magic throughout Late Antiquity. It is simply an acci- 
dent of history that these adjurations tend to be found in classical rabbinic 
literature only in the earlier texts. It is misleading to imply that dgerent 
forms of adjuration occur in the later strata of the Talmud. There are, in 
fact, few magical adjurations attested in the surviving late Amoraic material. 
What the Rabbinic references do show, however, is that such adjurations 
were well known among the Rabbis, which is of some significance for 
establishing the milieu of the work. 

(6) Finally Margalioth argues that the cosmological framework ofSefer 
ha-Razim reflects the Enochic and Heikhalot literature of the Talmudic 
period. There are certainly interesting parallels to be drawn, but Margalioth 
was working with a rather questionable dating for the Heikhalot literature. 
Scholem's view that at least some Heikhalot tracts can be dated back to 
early Amoraic, or even Tannaitic times does not command today the assent 
that it once did?5 There is evidence to suggest that, at least in the form in 
which we now have it, the Heikhalot literature belongs to the late Talmudic 
or even post-Talmudic periods, say fifth to eighth centuries CE. Certainly 3 
Enoch (Sefer Heikhalot) should probably be dated no earlier than the sixth 
century. But once again we should try to finesse the argument. What is 
interesting is not so much the broad similarities between Sefer ha-Razim 
and the Heikhalot literature as the detailed differences. Thus the key term 
heikhal does not appear in Sefer ha-Razim. Again the contrast with the 
bowls is instructive. As Shaul Shaked has shown there are clear allusions 
to, and possibly even quotations from, Heikhalot texts in the bo~ls,''~ but 

45. For a survey of the status quaestionis on Heikhalot mysticism see my article 
'Mysticism', in Martin D. Goodman (ed.), Oxford Handbook o f Jewish Studies (Oxford: 
Oxford University Press, 2002), pp. 705-32. 

46. See Shaul Shaked, ' "Peace be Upon You, Exalted Angels": On Hekhalot, Lit- 
urgy and Incantation Bowls', Jewish Studies Quarterly 2 (1995), pp. 197-2 19. Further 
J. Naveh, On Sherd and Papyrus: Aramaic and Hebrew Inscriptions from the Second 
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nothing so specific is found in Sefer ha-Razim. Sefer ha-Razim's cosmol- 
ogy is more akin to that of later Palestinian apocalyptic texts such as 
2 Enoch and Ascension of Isaiah 6-1  1 .  This in itself could point to an 
early date (2 Enoch is probably from the late first and Ascension ofIsaiah 
froin the second century CE), but in fact little can be deduced froin the 
parallelism. The seven-heaven type of cosmology found in 2 Enoch and 
the Ascension of Isaiah persisted in Judaism from late Second Temple 
times clown to the Middle Ages.47 

The outcon~e of this discussion is that Margalioth's dating is rather too 
precise, and probably too early. The evidence suggests that the original 
form of Sefer ha-Razim was composed in the fifth or sixth centuries CE, 
probably more towards the end of this period than the beginning.48 The 
place clf composition, on linguistic grounds, is most likely to have been 
Palestine. 

Kit was composed in Palestine, the question naturally arises as to what 
relationship it bears to the rabbinic orthodoxy of the day. It is easy to be 
shocked by Sefer ha-Razim. It advocates practices, such as necromancy, 
which :ire directly prohibited in Torah. It describes making an image of a 
type expressly forbidden in m. 'Abod Zar. 3.1.49 It apparently invokes 
pagan gods; it describes pouring libations to angels, and offering incense 
to the host of heaven.50 It is hardly surprising that Margalioth suggested 
that the author belonged to the circles of the minim who are condemned in 

Te~ilple, Mishnaic and Talmudic Periods (Jerusalem: Magnes Press, 1993), pp. 169-7 1 
(Hebrew); Naveh and Shakedj Magic Spells and Formulae, pp. 17-20. 

47. On the question of how many heavens there are see Alexander, '3 Enoch', 
p. 239. 

48. (henwald ,  Apocalyptic, p. 226, proposes a date in the sixth or seventh century 
on the grounds that although the text contains early elements the compiler 'did not 
always understand the material available to him. 'This is particularly true', he notks, 
'in the case of the many Greek words which the book contains. Not all the corrupt tran- 
scri])tions can be attributed to careless copyists.' But this argument is unconvincing. 

49. 2.114-17: 'If it is a sea or river that you wish to bind so that it will not come 
and inu~ldate (the city), make a stone image (of a man), write (the names of) these 
angels c n  two lamellae of copper and put them beneath his heels. Make a staff of 
marble and place it on his shoulder, with his right hand grasping the staff (11'1 
?pn3 r1nlN n.1-DT), his left hand open, and his face towards the water'. Cf. 
m. ‘Abed. Zar. 3.1, 'All images are forbidden because they are worshipped once a year. 
So Rabbi Meir. But the Sages say: Only that is forbidden which bears in its hand a 
staff (%ID 11'3 VYI h) or a bird or a sphere Rabban Shim'on ben Gamli'el says: 
That which bears anything in its hand.' 

50. Tvlargalioth, Sepher ha-Razim, pp. 10-1 1 .  

the classic rabbinic  source^.^' Erwin Goodenough got interested in the 
work, and, as we mentioned earlier, encouraged Margalioth to publish it, 
presumably because he saw in it, as he saw in synagogue art and in the 
Heilchalot literature, further remnants of a popular, anti-rabbinic Judaism 
of the Talmudic era.52 The 'heresy' of the text, however, can be exagger- 
ated. The prayer to Helios might not have been seen by the author as the 
invocation of a pagan god. He may, as we noted, have believed there was 
scriptural warrant for taking the sun as a sentient being created by God. I 
have little doubt that the author of Sefer ha-Razim had been to a rabbinic 
Beit Midrash. Echoes can be detected in his work not only of Scripture but 
also (distantly) of rabbinic texts, such as the famous chain of transmission 
in Pirqei ' A b ~ t . ~ ~  The one thing that is genuinely surprising about it is that 
the magic contained in it is so often black, that is, it is aimed at inflicting 
harm on individuals. This is deeply shocking and very rare. The vast major- 
ity of early Jewish magic is apotropaic: its purpose was to ward off sick- 
ness from individuals, or disaster from communities; or to satisfy basic 
human greed. But there is little to match the malevolence of parts of Sefer 
ha-Razim. Sefer ha-Razim is pure Aleister Crowley in places, and the fact 
that it is linked with some magnificent, and apparently totally 'orthodox' 
hymns, makes it all the more disturbing. At one time I toyed with the 
possibility that Sefer ha-Razim was intended as a parody of Merkavah 
literature-a kind of Gnostic inversion of it. Certainly if it was meant 
seriously, then the author is morally reprehensible for using Merkavah 

5 1. For a discussion of the vexed question of the identity of the minirn see my 
essay, 'Jewish Christianity in Early Rabbinic Literature (2nd to 5th centuries CE)', in 
Osltar Skarsaune (ed.), Jewish Believers in Jesus, I (forthcoming). It is frequently 
forgotten that the attitude towards magic in rabbinic literature is not as clear-cut as 
might be supposed. b. Sanh. 67b, in one of the most sophisticated discussions of the 
category of magic to survive from antiquity, concludes that there is a type of magic 
(D19W3) which is entirely permitted (;I?i7n3? ln1D). 

52. See especially Goodenough, Jewish Symbols, 11. Jacob Neusner's 'Editor's 
Foreword' to the abridged edition of Jewish Symbols (Bollingen Series; Princeton, NJ: 
Princeton University Press, 1988), pp. ix-xxxvii, offers a short but penetrating critique 
of Goodenough's views. 

53. See the Chain of Tradition from Noah to Solomon in Introduction 22-26. Read 
intertextually with Pirqei 'Ab. 1, this chain suggests a non-Mosaic tradition of revela- 
tion, which may well challenge the Mosaic tradition. It is interesting that the chain 
does not go beyond Solomon. The implication is that although the book was suppos- 
edly revealed to Noah, and he wrote it down, it is also part of the Solomonic tradition 
of magic. 
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ideas to legitimate such baleful activities. This is the real scandal of Sefer 
ha-litzzim-not its invocation of angels, nor its use of the names of Greelc 
gods--and it is on these grounds first and foremost that it would surely 
have been condemned by the rabbinic establishment, and, indeed, by the 
Roman authorities or any other responsible civic leaders in antiquity. Here 
then is the real historical significance of Sefer ha-Razim. It is the first 
attested Jewish grimoire, the first clear example of the kind of manual of 
black magic of a type which is well known from the Christian West in the 
Middle Ages.54 

54. Eizabeth M. Butler, Ritual Magic (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 
1 949), remains a readable introduction to this tradition. 


